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Abstract. as well as a variety of communication environment using the present
communication network. Thus, it is required to investigate the authentication
techniques for safer access control considering the access device. This paper
proposed the authentication technique guaranteeing the security against existing
attack techniques using OPT server as well as the authentication server using
OPT value generated on a user’s side. The proposed authentication technique
will realize safe service and authentication control by providing safer service
access procedure.
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1

Introduction

The users have been getting access to the service including web or application
through a variety of equipment as receiving the IT service at present. The integrated
display device called “N-Screen” supply a quantity of contents and applications to
users on the basis of customized interface[1]. Diverse kinds of services including
authentication and payment in online shopping malls or internet banking using NDevice have been actively used. Such services require the safe authentication before
getting access to those services. Then, it is necessary to investigate the authentication
services with a variety of potential security problems.
Section 2 of this paper introduces the researches related to authentication techniques for information security service. Section 3 analyzes the security in N-Device
and authentication techniques. Section 4 explains the safe authentication techniques in
N-Device as proposed in this paper. Section 5 summarizes the analysis results.

2

Related Work

User authentication technique using N-Device varies on security level to each service.
The following Table 1 describes the problems of existing service authentication [2,3].
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Table 1.Problems of Authentication using N-device
Authentication Type

Problems
Security Vulnerability
Waiting time.
Private information exposure
Risk of encryption algorithm
OTP Authentication
and message encoding
exposureInconvenient purchase
of device
Mobile AuthenticaMessage encoding
Risk of security key loss
tion
Messagefalsification/fabrication

Such issues will be more aggravated through internet or a variety of information media. Thus, it is required to reduce input of excessive private information for authentication techniques and to strengthen the security by more strict authentication technique[4].

3

Authentication in N-Device Environment

3.1 Security Analysis according to N-Device Service Access
N-Device has the risk of being lost depending on types. Mobile Device Management(MDM)[4] service can become available depending on the service providers, but
there is the risk which others illegally use the service using exposed password including payment by authentication before the service by the device is suspended. For
smart phones, the credentials including user password can be saved in several devices
and exposed even though malignant codes are installed. Thus, both dispersed and
centralized storage have the security risk.[5,6]
3.2

User Authentication Techniques

(1) UICCAuthentication.
UICC supports Wideband Code Division Multiple Access(WCDMA) access authentication through mobile internet subscriber authentication module mounted on a device.
UICC supports additional services including financial management, security management and privacy management.[7]
(2) EAP-AKAAuthentication.
.
N-Device applies Privacy and Key Management(PKM) mechanism for authentication
and key management for mobile internet. PKM mechanism was used in early times. It
is classified into PKMv1 for Rivest Shamir Adleman(RSA)-based authentication and
PKMv2 for RSA and EAP-based authentication which supplemented demerits of
PKMv1. PKMv1 was vulnerable against the replay attack. So PKMv2 has been used.
The standard mechanisms available include EAP-MD5, EAP-TLS, and EAP-AKA.
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[8].

4

Safe Authentication Techniques in N-Device

4.1 Proposed Authentication Technique
This paper proposed the authentication technique with high security through authentication between OTP generated by N-Device and the authentication server and the
authentication with OPT authentication server. The authentication technique above
may secure privacy protection and enables to use a variety of services more safely
through N-Device, including mobile internet, financial transaction or private information management, provided that the user authentication is provided.
Figure 1 below illustrates the authentication technique proposed in this paper. The
symbols in the figure have the following meanings:
N-Device: User N-Device
AA(Authentication, Authorization, Accounting) : Authentication server for authentication service
OTP : OTP value H(SK||AC||r) generated on N-Device with One-Time Password for
authentication between N-Device and the authentication center.
Ak AK(Authentication Key) : Authentication Key
SK(Secret Key) : Shared secret key
r(Random number) : Generated random number
ACT(Auto CounTer) : Automatic counter providing synchronization by increasing by
1 per 10 seconds.
H( ) : secure hash function

Fig.1. Proposed Authentication Technique

5

Conclusion

N-Device can be used in a variety of organizations including companies or government organizations as well as individuals and saves information of each organization.
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If such information is exposed or falsified, the technologies of the relevant organization can be exposed. For preventing such risk, it is required to secure the service
based on safer information protection management system. This paper proposed safer
authentication procedure using the data generation in the authentication server and
OTP value on a device user side for access to the service on web or application using
N-Device. Furthermore, this paper verified the stability against diverse kinds of attack
techniques. The authentication technique proposed in this paper will induce safe service and authentication control by providing safer service access procedure. Further
study needs to apply the system depending on the security policy and analyze the
stability of the proposed authentication techniques.
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